
According to the Financial Times yesterday, the European Commission's
energy agency has recommended that individual member states
implement "emergency wholesale price cap" measures on gas supplies,
and has set out two options for doing so. This move would of course seek
to confront what is a worsening energy crisis across the continent and
also curb inflation.
The first option proposed by Brussels involves simply placing a limit on
what can be paid for gas imported from Russia. The second would
introduce a capping system that would differ from country to country
depending on their energy mix. These measures are part of a broader
plan to soften the blow of surging gas and electricity prices that we are
currently seeing. Co-ordinated steps, including a system designed to
funnel artificially inflated profits generated by some electricity producers
to consumers, will be discussed this Friday by EU energy ministers.
The proposals were put forward the day that Russia warned gas supplies
through the key Nord Stream 1 pipeline to Europe would be halted
unless the west lifted its economic sanctions. "Putin is using energy as a
weapon by cutting supply and manipulating our energy markets" said
European Commission president Ursula von der Leyen, "He will fail.
Europe will prevail". 
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Market Moves

Equities: Stock markets are bouncing slightly on the continent on
Tuesday morning, as they attempt to undo some of yesterday's losses.
The EuroStoxx50 and 600 indices are currently about 0.5% stronger at
the time of writing. The main indices dropped by between 1.5% and
2% in Europe yesterday, as markets in the US were closed for Labor
Day. Clearly, investors remain on high alert over recession risks amid
surging energy prices and increasingly hawkish central banks which will
slow growth.
Attention today and tomorrow will undoubtedly begin to shift to the
ECB's Thursday release. A large interest rate hike is due from the bank,
although the size is still unclear as of yet.
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Commodities: A brief summer rally in the price of industrial metals such as
copper, aluminum, and zinc has sharply reversed as the worsening energy
crisis in Europe and signs of a slowdown in manufacturing giant China
spooks traders. For example, the S&P GSCI index of industrial metals has
fallen more than 9% since mid-August. Oil prices moved higher yesterday
after OPEC+ agreed to cut supply, but have retraced this move this morning.

Looking ahead: In terms of economic data points, the Reserve Bank of
Australia hiked rates in the region overnight by 50bp to 2.35%, as was widely
expected by the market. The rest of Tuesday is due to be relatively quiet with
regard to data releases, we will however see the US 'ISM Services PMI' result
for the month of August, due at 3pm.
Tomorrow morning the Bank of England will host its quarterly 'Monetary
Policy Report Hearings' event, and the Bank of Canada will make its latest
rate statement (expected to hike by 75bp to 3.25%). These events have the
potential to cause volatility for Sterling and the Canadian dollar.
The market is currently split in opinion on whether the ECB will increase its
key interest rates by 50 or 75 basis points when it releases this Thursday.

Currencies: Despite being around a quarter of a percent stronger on
Tuesday morning, EUR/USD is hovering near its multi-decade lows and
is still below parity at 0.995. The world's most traded FX pair is likely to
see quieter action tomorrow and on Thursday morning until we get
further clarity from the ECB on the size of its rate hike and also any
plans going forward. 

The Banking and Payments Federation of Ireland has estimated that over
50,000 housing units could be completed here during 2022 and 2023 if
construction continues at levels seen recently. In its latest Housing
Market Monitor, the BPFI said that could help meet the demand for
housing that is being driven by employment growth and increasing
incomes.
Estimates we have seen from a number of industry specialists would
suggest that Ireland needs between roughly 30,000 and 35,000 new
housing units per year to keep up pace with demand and the projected
population increases. The Central Bank of Ireland forecasted earlier this
year that 24,500 units would be completed in 2022, with about 29,000
next year and 33,000 the following year.
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